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Haas et al. (2015) How
Circular is the Global
Economy?

13%

There is no decoupling
• By 2050 annual material
throughput 3X larger
than sustainable
(Dittrich et al. 2012)
• 2X larger with best
existing efficiency
practices applied
worldwide

• Rebound effect: eats up
efficiency gains and
regulation with 3% GDP
growth
Wiedmann et al. (2015)

Economic throughput connected to climate
change drivers
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If things continue on their present course, we
will soon experience a major ecological
catastrophe (% agree) – EVS 2008
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Southeastern
Europe

AC: anthropocentrism, DT:
distrust, FF: fatty foodstuffs,
OW: overwork, LU: land-use
intensity, CE: carbon
emissions

LS: life satisfaction, VT: voter turnout,
RE: renewable energy, SS: soil
stability, WP: wilderness protection

Western
Europe

AC: anthropocentrism, DT:
distrust, FF: fatty foodstuffs,
OW: overwork, LU: land-use
intensity, CE: carbon
emissions

LS: life satisfaction, VT: voter turnout,
RE: renewable energy, SS: soil
stability, WP: wilderness protection

Degrowth support index (selection) –
Croatia 2017, N=1026
1. Current global economic system
unsustainable. [F2 „SOCIAL CHANGE”]

is 6. Limited availability of natural resources (e.g.
oil, gas) will sooner or later result in an end
to economic growth [F1 „END OF GROWTH”]
2. To reduce poverty we need to redistribute
money and material possession [F2 7. Climate change and other environmental
„SOCIAL CHANGE”]
problems will sooner or later result in an
end to economic growth [F1 „END OF
3. In order to have a just and sustainable
GROWTH”]
economy deep societal change is required.
[F2 „SOCIAL CHANGE”]

8. Economic growth always harms
environment [F1 „END OF GROWTH”]

the

4. We need to put less emphasis on money
and material possessions. [F3 „NON- 9. To contribute to the fair mitigation of global
MATERIALIST TURN”]
climate change Croatia must reduce its CO2
emissions. [F1 „END OF GROWTH”]
5. People should spend less time in paid

work and more in voluntary community
activities/engagement.
[F3
„NONMATERIALIST TURN”]

Croatia 2017
– N 1026
Just and sustainable economy:
deep societal change
Reduce poverty: redistribute
wealth
Need less emphasis on money
Current global ec. system
unsustainable

Economic growth: damage
environment
Less time in paid work, more in
community
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(Brajdić Vuković and Domazet, forthcoming)

(Ančić, Puđak and Domazet, forthcoming)

Climate change on personal level
To what extent do you feel a personal responsibility to try to mitigate climate change?
At this point, how serious is climate change as a problem?
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To a big extent

(Ančić, Puđak and Domazet, forthcoming)

SUSTAINABLE VALUE ORIENTATIONS
NEP Limits to
growth
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(Ančić, Puđak and Domazet, forthcoming)

Food self-provisioning in East and West
• Coping strategy of poor ‘urban peasantry’ in CEE (Albert & Kohler 2008);
post-2008 coping strategy of working class (Promberger 2017)
• ‘affordable hobby for middle class’ (Jehlička, Kostelecky &Smith 2013);
‘quiet sustainability’ for all classes (Smith, Kostelecky & Jehlička 2015),
‘suburban hobby’ (Vavra et al. 2017) – resilience through pleasure
• Social stratification in Croatia: structural and subjective aspects (STRAT)
revive class analysis in Croatia: 1000 face-to-face surveys, stratified
random multi-staged sample of adult respondents; fielded in December
2017.
• Explore the class division of Croatian society from the neo-Marxist, neo-Weberian
and Bourdieu´s class perspective: social networks and engagement, education and
working conditions, knowledge and values, health and wellbeing and access to
natural and public infrastructure.
This work has been supported in part by the Croatian Science Foundation under the project number 3134.“

Croatia

(Ančić, Domazet and Župarić Iljić, 2019)

Food self-provisioning motivation

Sharing produce with:

hobby,

application of

family tradition

N

%

Nobody

49

4.8

Family

587

57.3

Neighbours

173

16.9

Friends

185

18.1

Colleagues

30

3.0

1024

100

economic
ecological reasons

skills and

and obligations

reasons

knowledge

%
Total
High class
Middle class

12,2
23,9
10,9

12,0
13,0
12,0

16,8
6,5
12,0

57,1
56,5
65,2

χ2=16,612
;
p<0,01

Working class

10,4

11,7

23,9

53,9

Total

This work has been supported in part by the Croatian Science Foundation under the project number 3134.
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